
Something to show ??? 

With the riding club festival fast approaching it’s a good opportunity to take a look at some of 

the showing classes and what they mean.

Riding Horse

The riding horse classes are divided into two sections: the small class for horses exceeding 
14.2hh but not exceeding 15.2hh and the large which is for animals exceeding 15.2hh and 
with no upper height limit.  The true show riding horse has quality and substance with 
enough bone below the knee to correspond with its height. The animal's conformation should 
be as correct as possible. The horse should be responsive to the rider's aids and comfortable 
to ride, obedient and well schooled. He must also have the ability to gallop on and then pull 
up and stand still without any fuss or bother, so overall good manners are very important.  
Firmount Cross (Bart) was the Champion Riding Horse at the Riding Club festival in 2008 
for Letterkenny.

Riding Club Horse

This class is a test of the ride ability of the horse and is more similar to the trec style obstacle 

course we did at the start of the year.  It normally involves a number of obstacles such as 

bending poles, standing within a circle, a small jump.  Fenway and Orla’s Molly were placed 

6th and 10th respectively in the 2008 festival

Ridden Hunters

There are three weight categories of hunters for showing.  Lightweight (no to carry more than 

12stone 7lbs) middleweight (12stone 7 lbs to 14 stone) and heavyweight (to carry 14stone 

and over).  Argument and confusion often arising when deciding which of these categories a 

horse should fit into, bear in mind it’s not the horse’s height but the bone below the knee 

which determines the weight category.  An approximate guide would be lightweight 8 1/2 

inches; middleweight 8 1/2 to 9 inches; and heavyweight 9 inches and over.  The weight 

divisions can be very hard to judge in the way the combination of height, bone and overall 

picture are combined.  The ridden hunter should be a good mover, have lots of presence to 

stand out in the ring and have a good gallop.  Schooling is very important and the ridden 

hunter should be light in the hand.   Marina’s Telldell could slot nicely into the lightweights 

whereas Tanya’s Al and Ava’s Galanta are both lovely examples of medium weight ridden 

hunters. 



The Small Hunter:

The true small hunter should be a miniature middleweight but only up to 15.2hh in height. He 
should be short of leg with a good deep body and, to use an old term, a 'very butty type'. He 
should have a lot of character and presence about him to be good. Movement in a small 
hunter needs to be especially attractive as it is not unusual to have about twenty competing 
together at any one time.  

Cobs

A cob should have the backside of a duchess and the head of a princess!  A cob is often used 
as a term to describe a small horse but this is not an accurate description of a cob.  Cob 
classes are divided into Lightweight, heavyweight and maxi and traditional Irish cob. The 
lightweight cob should not exceed 15.1hh and have at least 8" of bone below the knee, while 
a heavyweight is classified to carry 14 stone or over at 15.1hh. The true weight carrier should 
have at least 9" of bone, with powerful hindquarters, but also a quality shoulder and head.  
Show cobs have their manes hogged and feathers trimmed whereas the traditional cob have 
mane and feathers intact.  What nicer lightweight cob could you find than Cyril’s Lady?   If 
you’ve had the pleasure of meeting Barney who belongs to Gaeltacht club member Sharon 
Conaghan you’ve met a lovely example of a traditional Irish cob.  

Overall condition and appearance are very important so adding or losing a few pounds may 
be needed if you want to be competitive, no more than if we wanted to bring ourselves off to 
a beauty parade.  Lots of practice needed to get horses used to the show ring environment!  
There are also breed classes for Irish Draughts, Connemaras, Thoroughbreds and Arabs.  
Vera’s Ollie is a fantastic example of an Anglo Arab and we have some very nice draughts 
including Maura and Mick both with their lovely draughts, Hannah and Angel. Gemma 
Carroll’s Jack would fly the flag quite nicely in a Connemara class.  

With all these along with working hunter, performance hunter, primary showing and novice 
showing competitions there’s a lot in the showing section to keep us busy and we may just 
have the potential to be showing divas.  

Now anyone tempted to head off to the festival? 


